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1Abstract
In this thesis I study the geometry of the monopole equations on complex 
curves. The moduli space is shown to be compact and carries a Kahler struc­
ture. Zero dimensional moduli spaces are investigated along with their rela­
tion to the uniformization theorem. I then study the non-abelian analogue of 
the equations which can be regarded as a generalization of Yang-Mills theory 
on Riemann surfaces. Possible relations with three dimensional topology are 
discussed. Some background material is provided, including an introduction 
to differential and spin geometry on complex curves and four-manifolds.
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1 Introduction
In the classical era, associated with names such as Newton and Gauss, little 
distinction was made between mathematics and physics. The beginning of 
the modern era however saw a growing separation between these two dis­
ciplines. The two, of course, still influenced each other. For example, the 
theory of electromagnetism developed by Maxwell in the late nineteenth cen­
tury was one of the origins of Hodge theory. Another known example of this 
interaction is Einstein’s theory of general relativity and Lorentzian differen­
tial geometry. From this period onwards, the divergence between physics 
and mathematics was accentuated. It is only in the last twenty five years or 
so that the two have come closer together again. This time, understanding 
physical questions has made a profound impact on contemporary mathemat­
ics.
Most people who haven’t been trained in physics probably think that 
the physicist’s job is to do incredibly complicated calculations, but this is 
not really the essence of it. As Witten once said [6], “physics is about con­
cepts, wanting to understand the concepts, the principles by which the world 
works” . Understanding the physical concepts is providing a rich source of 
inspiration and insight in mathematics. For example the equations which the 
physicists, even after many approximations, arrive at for their description of 
the fundamental particles, make such good sense in geometry and topology 
and are indeed so inevitable that it is a scandal that the mathematicians had 
not studied them in their own right years ago.
During the 1980’s, Simon Donaldson used the Yang-Mills equations, which
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were discovered in mathematical physics in 1954 [34], to study the differential 
topology of four-manifolds [9]. These equations are nonabelian and nonlinear 
and represent a generalization of Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism. 
Donaldson’s theory is elegant and beautiful, but to understand the proper­
ties of the space of solutions and give detailed proofs of theorems required a 
tremendous amount of nonlinear analysis. At our present state of knowledge, 
understanding smooth structures on four-manifolds seems to require nonlin­
ear as opposed to linear PDE’s. It is therefore quite surprising that there is 
a set of PD E’s which are easier to study than the Yang-Mills equations, but 
can yield most of the important results from Donaldson’s theory. These are 
the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations (not to be confused with the BPS 
monopoles [2]) introduced by the physicist Edward Witten in the fall of 1994 
to tackle problems in four-dimensional topology [33]. Instead of considering 
the SU(2) Yang-Mills equations, one can study a nonlinear equation (and a 
linear Dirac equation) with an abelian gauge group. The differential geome­
try used by Witten is the geometry of spinc structures, such structures exist 
on any oriented four-manifold [11].
The origin of the monopole equations came, of course, from quantum field 
theory, in particular N  = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Seiberg and 
Witten [25]-[27] noticed that the quantum field theory involves a parameter 
u parametrizing a family of elliptic curves which degenerate at u =  ±1 and 
u = oo. The surprise was that the region near u =  -f 1, which is one of the 
strongly coupled region of the SU(2) theory (the other being at u — — 1), 
turned out to be equivalent to a weakly coupled region of abelian gauge 
fields and spinors. This used the notion of duality introduced in 1977 by
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Montonen and Olive [19] in the context of nonabelian gauge theory. This 
formulation in terms of dual variables makes manifest various properties of 
the Donaldson invariants. As Witten explained in his paper [33], one gets 
new proofs of some of the basic results of Donaldson theory; one gets a new 
description of the basis classes of Kronheimer and Mrowka [14],[16] in terms 
of zero-dimensional moduli spaces and thus a better understanding of the 
simple type condition of four-manifolds.
On a four-manifold X  one can define classical invariants such as the fun­
damental group 7Ti(X), the cohomology groups H k(X, Z) over the integers 
and so forth. These have been around for a long time and have been studied 
extensively by mathematicians. Both Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten theories 
give rise to new invariants of compact smooth four-manifolds with no bound­
ary with > 1 where b% is the dimension of the space of self-dual harmonic 
two-forms on the manifold. These invariants depend upon the differentiable 
structure, not just the topology and can be thought of as “quantum” invari­
ants since they originate from equations arising in quantum field theory.
So far we have talked about gauge theory in four dimensions. It is natural 
to see also what the gauge theory point of view produces in two dimensions. 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the geometry of the monopole equa­
tions on complex curves. For us, a complex curve (or a Riemann surface) 
is a nonsingular compact two-dimensional manifold without a boundary. As 
we will see, the moduli space of solutions turns out to be a space with an 
extremely rich geometric structure which will be the focus of our study. The 
equations we consider relate a pair of objects: a connection A on a complex 
line bundle L over a Riemann surface with Kahler form w, and a section
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of the positive spinc bundle ip. The equations are given by
DAip = 0 
Fa =
These equations are close cousins of the self duality equations introduced by 
Hitchin [12] and the vortex equations on Riemann surfaces [5]. (See also [21] 
and [22] where the reduction of the four dimensional Seiberg-Wit ten equa­
tions to two dimensions is analyzed). Other approaches to two dimensional 
Seiberg-Witten theory can be found in [18] and [24].
The second chapter of the thesis gives a brief review of standard tools 
in two-dimensional geometry and topology namely complex curves, vector 
bundles, connections, curvature, gauge transformations chern classes and 
Hodge theory. In chapter three I give a short introduction to the geometry 
of spin and spinc structures on complex curves. Until recently, this geometry 
appeared unfamiliar and strange to many geometers, although spinors have 
long been regarded as important in physics.
In the first section of chapter four I briefly describe the equations and 
their origin. Next, I prove a vanishing theorem related to the solutions of the 
monopole equations. This uses a Weitzenbock technique to show that certain 
sections of line bundles must necessarily be zero in the presence of a solution 
to the equations. In section two I study the geometry of the moduli space of 
solutions M. of the monopole equations. The Atiyah-Singer index theorem is 
used to show that the dimension of M. is given by 2(ci (L)[E9] + g — 1), where 
Ci(L)[T,g] is the monopole charge and g is the genus of the Riemann surface. 
I then show that M. is not only compact but also carries a Kahler structure.
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Section three is devoted to the relation between the existence of non-empty 
zero dimensional monopole moduli spaces and one of the most important 
theorems in complex analysis, the uniformization theorem which states that 
every compact Riemann surface of genus g > 1 admits a metric of constant 
negative curvature. In section four I present the nonabelian version of the 
monopole equations and study the properties of the associated moduli space. 
I then show that the moduli space of unitary Yang-Mills fields [1] and that of 
the abelian monopole equations appear as singular regions of the nonabelian 
moduli space. This permits us to speculate on a “dual” interpretation of 
unitary Yang-Mills fields over a Riemann surface. This duality is discussed 
briefly in relation with three dimensional topology in section five.
Finally, in chapter five, as a service to those who are interested but feel 
intimidated to read the mathematical literature, I present an elementary 
introduction to Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten theories on four-manifolds.
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2 Differential Geom etry on Complex Curves
2.1 Com plex Curves
Complex curves (Riemann surfaces) are compact, oriented nonsingular two 
real dimensional manifolds without a boundary. They are classified by their 
genus g which is essentially the number of holes in the surface. For example 
when g = 0 we get the sphere S'2, g =  1 corresponds to the torus T 2 and 
so on. We will denote a complex curve by Eg and give it a local complex 
coordinate
z = x + iy.
Define a complex multiplication by
d_ _  d_
dx dy dy dx 
The map J  is called a complex structure and satisfies the identity
J2 =
Let Q,p(Eg) denote the space of real p-forms on the Riemann surface. The 
exterior derivative acts on (i.e. the space of smooth real functions)
by
d : fi°(S9) -» n 1 (£s) by df = dx +  U-dy
df  is called the differential of the function / .  The operator d  can be extended 
to act on higher forms and satisfies
d(91 A 62) =  d9\ A 62 +  (—l ) p6i A d02 for 9\ €  Qp(Eg).
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We mention here that the p-th de Rham cohomology group Hp(Eg,Tl) is a 
topological invariant of the manifold and is given by the set of equivalence 
classes [6] of closed p-forms that differ by exact forms. On a complex curve 
d splits into two components
d =  d  +  d =  d z^ -  -F dz^z  oz oz
In terms of x  and y we have the identities
d _  1 . d . d . ^ ^
dz 2 dx 1 dy &z 2 dx^~l &y
In general if we set m + n = p we can identify the space of (complex valued)
p-forms with the space of (m, n)-forms. These are p-forms spanned by dzi A
.. .  A dzm A dzi  A ... A dzh. Note that on a complex curve, m  and n  are either
zero or one. For example a (1, l)-form is a complex-valued differential form
which can be expressed in local coordinate z as
fzzdz A dz.
Since d squares to zero, we have the following identities on Eg
d2 =  d d + d d  =  d2 =  0.
Before we start discussing metrics, let us recall that a dual vector vector is 
a linear object that maps a vector to a scalar. This may be generalized to 
multilinear objects called tensors, which map several vectors and dual vectors 
to a scalar. Let V be a vector space and V * be its dual, then a tensor T  of 
type (m,n) is a multilinear map that maps m  dual vectors and n vectors to
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where <g> is called the tensor product.
In terms of the local coordinates x  and y, the metric g on the Riemann 
surface can be written as
g =  gxydx 0 dy.
So far we have used x  and y  as our coordinates and thus dx and dy as our 
basis of one-forms. There is however an alternative choice of one-forms such 
that the components of the metric reduce to the components of the identity 
matrix 6ij. This basis is a non-coordinate basis spanned by the one-forms e1 
and e2, in which the metric becomes
g = 6ije% <S> e?.
In elementary geometry, the inner product between two vectors u and v is 
defined by < u,v >= ul8ijVj = ttV where u1 and v* are the components 
of the two vectors. In Riemannian geometry we have instead < it, v >= 
ulgijVj . Recall that a Riemannian metric <, > on a Riemann surface is 
called Hermitian if
< Ju , Jv  >=< u, v > V u, v
where u and v live in the tangent space of the manifold. In this case we can 
define (the components of) the Kahler form on by
w(u, v) =< Ju, v >
To see that the two-form w is antisymmetric notice that
w(u,v) =< Ju,v >=< v, Ju  > =  -  < J 2v , Ju >= — < Jv ,u  >= —w(v,u).
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In terms of non-coordinate bases, we get
<  Ju, V > =  U \ V 2 — U 2V \ .
Thus the components of the Kahler two-form are given by
/  0 1 N
Wij =
\ - l  o )
Since any two-form is written locally as
1 * A s-jw = -w ^e  A eJ2 3
we see that in terms of non-coordinate bases, w is given by
w = e1 A e2.
Since the Kahler form is closed (any two-form in two dimensions is closed), 
we see that a complex curve is an example of a Kahler manifold.
2.2 Vector Bundles
A vector bundle E  over a complex curve (Riemann surface) looks locally like 
the product of a vector space Ep times the curve When talking about 
a vector space we have to specify a ground field, for example if the field is 
R  and the vector space has dimension k , the vector bundle will look locally 
like E jX  Rfc. To construct the bundle we start with an open covering {Ua} 
of £ g and transition functions
gap :Ua r\U0-> GL(k, R)
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where greek letters a, j3 etc belong to an index set, an open covering is roughly 
speaking a collection of two-dimensional open intervals and GL(k , R) is the 
group of non-singular k x k matrices. The integer k is called the rank of the 
bundle.
The transition functions by definition satisfy the cocycle condition 
9 a 090 7  9 ol7  on Ua fl Up Pi U^.
Hence on Ua we have
9ata9aat =  Qaa
so gaa is the identity matrix I  on UQ. Hence on the overlap Ua PI Up the 
transition functions are related by
Qotf39@ot 9ota T
Since E  is locally the product of T,g and a vector space, a typical element of 
E  can be written els (p, ?;). On Ua PI Up two such elements are related by
P = Q, v = gap{p)w.
The projection map n acts on E  by projecting to the base manifold Eg
7T : E —> Eg by 7r(p, v) =  p
The fiber of the vector bundle E  at the point p is the vector space
Ep = ir~1(p) = R*.
Complex vector bundles are defined similarly, with C k replacing R fc and the
transition functions taking their values in GL(k , C) instead of GL(k , R). The
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fiber in this case is a A; dimensional complex vector space. A complex vector 
bundle of rank one is also called a (complex) line bundle.
Examples of vector bundles are the tangent bundle T E g (with fiber the 
tangent space), the cotangent bundle T*T,g (with fiber the cotangent space), 
tensor bundles E  0  E? , E m =  E ® E  <g> ... ® E  (m times), and so forth. 
Note that if E  and E' are vector bundles over Ep, the tensor product bundle 
E ® E '  is obtained by assigning the tensor product of fibers Fp eg) Fp to each 
point p G Eg. If {e*} and {e^} are bases of F and F \  F <g> F' is spanned by 
{e* ® e'j} and hence
rank E  <g> E ’ =  rank E x rank E ' .
The vector bundles we are interested in are G-vector bundles where G is 
a Lie subgroup of the general linear group. Suppose for example that G is 
the unitary group U(k). A Hermitian metric on a unitary bundle assigns to 
every point p G Eg a map
<, >p: Ep x Ep —> C 
satisfying (in an appropriate basis) the following condition
<  V, W > p — W[Wi  +  . . . +  V k W k .
From this it follows that
< v , w > p ~ < w,v >p
< v , v > p > 0, with equality holding when v =  0.
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In the case where G is the orthogonal group O(k) C GL(k, R), the bundle 
E  inherits an inner product
< , >p: Ep x Ep -+ R.
A section a of a vector bundle E over a complex curve Eg is a map
a : Eg -> E  by a{p) =  (p, v =  a a(p))
where cra is a map from Ua to  the fiber. A section of a vector bundle satisfies
7r o a = identity.
From now on we will denote by T(E) the space of space of sections of a vector 
bundle E  over our base space Eff. For example the space of real p-forms on 
the Riemann surface is given by
n*(E ,) =  r(A»(T*EJ))
where Ap(T*T,g) (sometimes written as Ap) is called the bundle of p-forms on 
the complex curve. In general if the real forms take their values in the Lie 
algebra of G we have
QP(E) =  r(Ap(T*E3) <g> E).
2.3 Connections
A connection is a geometrical structure on G-vector bundles. It is a matrix 
valued one-form taking its value in the Lie algebra of the structure group G. 
For example, if E  is a 0(A;)-bundle, an orthogonal connection A on E  is a
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one-form whose local representative Aa takes its value in o(k) - the space of 
k x k anti-symmetric matrices. Similarly, if E  is a U(k ) bundle, a unitary 
connection A  on E  is a connection such that A a takes its values in u(k), where 
u{k) is the space oik  x k anti-Hermitian matrices. A covariant derivative is 
defined by
d,A = d A
where d is the exterior derivative on the base manifold.
Let E  be a G-vector bundle over Eg defined by the open covering {Ua} 
and the transition functions gap. On t/a , a section a G T(E) has local 
representative cra given by
(Try —
( \  &la
y @ha y
Ua -» (R* or Ch)
where aa is a fc-tuple of functions on Ua. The covariant derivative is given 
by
(  rr ^& la
y &ka j
(  A ^dG\a
Y  d(Jka  J
+
/
\
Ana • • • A lfca
Akka
\ (  n ^&\a
^  &ka j
This equation can be written in a more abbreviated way
dji (7a — doa A q>CXq .
We say that a connection is trivial when A  =  0. In this case the covariant
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derivative reduces to the exterior derivative on the manifold,
dA
(  \  
a
y @kot j
(  A ^air iQ
y do~ka j
The covariant derivative can be regarded as a map from bundle valued zero- 
forms to one-forms,
dA : Q°(E) -+ Q'iE)
and can be extended to all p-forms.
As an example let E = T E g be the tangent bundle of a complex curve 
Eg. This bundle can be thought of as a complex line bundle with structure 
group U( 1) = 50(2). Let M  be the generator of the 50(2) group
M =
cosO sinO
—sinO cosO
where 0 is a real function on the base space. Linearizing we get
M  «  I  +  6m
where I  is the identity matrix and m  is the generator of the so(2) Lie algebra 
given by
m =
0 1
-1  0
The Levi-Civita connection W  is constructed as follows. Let Wjk be the 
components of the connection, here i and j  are so(2) indices. The connection
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one-form W  G Q1 <8> so(2) is then given by
W  =
W'1 \21
- W }1 0
e1 +
/
^ 2  , 2 e
-W J2 0
If we let Wj =  be the components of the matrix W  then in two
dimensions we have the relations
W\ = - W l  W} = W l  =  0.
These components can be calculated using the first structural equation
de4= -W j Ae*.
2.4 Curvature
The curvature of a vector bundle E  is a matrix valued two-form given by
Q  =  d \
Unlike the exterior derivative, the square of the covariant derivative is not 
necessarily zero. If we cover the complex curve by the open covering {Ua} 
and let oa be local representatives of sections, we have
— (d  +  A a )(d a a +  A a <7a ) 
=  d?(ja (cL4a)<ra — A ad(ja -I- A adcra -I- A a A Aacra 
[dA& ~\- A a A Aq^)(ja ,
and hence
Lla — dAa -J- A a A Aa.
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In the case of an orthonormal connection on a 0(fc)-bundle, it follows directly 
from the equation above that the matrix is antisymmetric. In the case of 
a unitary connection on a U(k)-bundle, the matrices Qa are anti-Hermitian.
The case of complex line bundles is particularly important. In this case 
the matrices Fla are all 1 x 1 and, as we will see in the next section, the gauge 
transformation formula implies that Fta = Ftp on overlaps. Thus the Qa’s fit 
together to make a globally defined purely imaginary two-form on We 
can write f2 =  — iFa where Fa is a real-valued two-form. Differentiation of 
D yields the Bianchi identity:
(IFa = 0 .
As an example, let us consider the case of the tangent bundle over a complex 
curve. The connection one-form is defined by the first structural equation
de{ =  - W j  A e?
The components D*- of the curvature (matrix) two-form are defined by the 
second structural equation
a* = dw; + w'k a w f .
The coefficients of the curvature two-form in the ek A el basis are the com-
ponents of the Riemann tensor,
n ) = l R ) klek A e ‘.
Since the only nonvanishing components of the connections are W \  andWp, 
the term Wjj. A Wj vanishes. The components DJ are then given by
= dW) =  Ke1 A e2
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where K  is called the Gaussian curvature and e1 Ae2 can be thought of as the 
area two-form of the manifold. The Ricci tensor of the Riemann surface 
is defined by
R ■ ■ =  RklXij — Ixikj-
From this we can define an important invariant of complex curves the 
scalar curvature s , given by the formula
S =  R i i  •
2.5 Gauge Transformations
The gauge principle states that physics should not depend on how we describe 
it. This means that the functional describing the gauge theory should be 
invariant under gauge transformations. Suppose that E  is a (real or complex) 
vector bundle of rank k over and transition functions gap. In gauge theory, 
gQp represents an element of the gauge group. Any element a E T(E) has 
local representatives aa related on Ua fl Up by
(Ja =  gapCT(3-
Writing the above condition as
a P ~  9aPa oi
we see that covariant derivatives on the overlap Ua F\Up satisfy 
dcra + A acra = gap{dap +  Apcr p)
= 9ap[d{g~p(Ta) +  Apg~laa\
= da a +  (gapdgap +  gapApgap)aa .
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Thus we conclude that the connection is given by
A a = gapdg~p + ga0A0g~l on Ua DU0.
The curvature (matrix) two-form satisfies
^a^or = ga0^0G0 = ga0^0ga0^oi On UQ f~l U0.
Thus the transformation rule for Q is given by
Da =  ga0Fl0ga0.
The case of complex line bundles L is particularly important. In this case a 
gauge transformation of L  is just a smooth map g
<?:£<, -  S 1
where S 1 is regarded as the complex numbers of length one. On the overlap 
Ua D Up we have
Aa = A 0 + gQ0dg~l
i
Thus the curvature fla’s fit together to make a globally defined real two-form 
on Eg. Let A q be an abelian connection on a complex line bundle L chosen 
as a base point, then any other connection A  on L can be written in the form
A = Aq — ia where a € 0 1(ES).
On the overlap Ua nU0 we have
Aoa = A o0 + ga0dga0 
A-Oa ida  Aq0 id 0  T ga0dga0
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Thus on the overlap Ua (T Up we get
da dp
so the a^s  fit together into a real-valued one-form a on Eg. In other words, 
the space of abelian connections is isomorphic to the space of one-forms. 
Note that constant gauge transformations act trivially on the space of abelian 
connections.
2.6 Chern Classes
Let E  be a U(k) vector bundle, a complex vector bundle of rank k with a 
Hermitian metric over a complex curve £ 5. Let A  be a unitary connection on 
E  with local representative Aa and curvature matrix Qa. As we saw in the 
preceding section, LlQ is anti-Hermitian, so iO,Q is Hermitian. It is possible to 
construct polynomials in Q which are invariant under gauge transformations 
and these give rise to topological and geometric invariants. An example of 
these invariants is the Chern class of E  defined by
c{E) =  det (I  + — )
where I  is the (k x k) identity matrix. In the case of a complex line bundle, 
the Chern class is given by
c(L) — 1 -t- ci(L)
where Ci(L) is called the first Chern class of L. It is a closed two-form given
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This characteristic class is clearly invariant under gauge transformations and 
satisfies the identity
dci(L) —  0 .
Note that higher characteristic classes (i.e. 2A;-forms) can also be defined, 
but they automatically vanish on manifolds of dimension <  2 .
Let L\ and L 2 be two complex line bundles over with structure groups 
eldx and ex62 respectively. The structure group of the tensor product bundle 
L\ <g> L2 is simply the group et6let62 =  e*^1+02^ . If A\ and A 2 are connections 
on Li  and L2 respectively, the connection on the bundle L\ 0  L2 is just 
Ai +  A 2 and hence the curvature on the tensor product bundle L\ 0  L2 is 
- i ( F Al + FAt). Thus we have the important identity
Ci(Li 0  L 2) =  — F a x +  —  F a 2 =  C \ ( L \ )  +  C \ ( L 2 ).Z7T Z7T
The first Chern class of a line bundle L over a complex curve is “quantized”, 
i.e. Ci(L) integrates to an integer over S5,
Ci (L)g K2(Sj;Z).
This is the famous Dirac quantization condition [8] which states that the 
magnetic charge (i.e. the integral of the Faraday tensor F a  over the two- 
dimensional manifold) is an integer multiple of 27r,
f  Fa =  27m n G Z.
Jt,9
As an example let us consider the special case where L is the tangent bundle 
of a two-dimensional sphere of radius r and metric g given by
g — r2sin2(0)(d</>) (g) (d<p) + r2(d0) 0  (d9).
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The non-coordinate bases of one forms e1 and e2 are given by
e1 = r sin(6)(d(f)) e2 =  r(d$).
The first structural equation gives
de1 = —(W^e1 +  W ^e2) A F
= - W ^ e ' A e 2.
Hence we have
rcos(6)(dQ) A (d</>) = W21r sm(6){dd) A (d(p)
Similarly,
de2 = {W^e1 +  W ^e 2) A e1 
= W212e2 A e1 =  0
Hence the connection one-form W  is given by
W  =
0 r 1cot(0 ) \ l
e =
 ^ —r 1cot(^) 0
( \
 ^ —cos (0)(dct>) 0 y
The coefficients of the curvature two-form 0. are given by 
1^ 2 — dW^ =  -sin (0)d0 A d(j> = -^e1 A e2 =  —ft2.
Hence the curvature becomes
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where K  is the Gaussian curvature of the manifold. In terms of the Ricci 
tensor R^kl we have
^2 = ^ 2i2el A e2 +  ^ R l2 2 i^2 A e1 =  R \l2el A e2 =  ^ e 1 A e2 
A e2 -f ^ i 2ie2 A e1 =  i?22jC2 A e1 =  -^e2 A e1£ 7*
Hence the scalar curvature of the complex curve is given by
5  = =  ^ 2 1 2  +  -^121  =  2-^212  =  ^2  •
Note that when r =  1, the first Chern class of the tangent bundle of the 
manifold becomes
a l T S 2) =  f  2 - K e 1 A  e 2 =  2 - ( 4 t t )  =  2 . 
u  '  Jg‘ 2% 2ir ''s 2
In general, when L =  T£ 9 the tangent bundle of a compact oriented Riemann 
surface, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem gives the value of the first Chern class 
evaluated over Efl,
Cl(TSs)[Es] =  JL J  Fa = F  J  Ke1 A e2 =  *(E,) =  2 -  2g
where xi^g)  a topological invariant called the Euler characteristic of the 
Riemann surface.
2.7 Hodge Theory
Let p be a point on a Riemann surface and let V =  TpY g be the tangent 
space at p. As a vector space, V can be identified with the cotangent space
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T*Y>g. If we let (e^e2) be an orthonormal basis for V, then we can define 
the Hodge star operator * as a map
★ APV  —> A2~PV  by
* 1 =  e1 A e2, * e1 =  e2, * e2 =  — e1, * e1 Ae2 = l.
Thus on one-forms, the Hodge star satisfies *2 =  — 1 and in general equals 
(—l)p on p-forms. On a compact Riemann surface Eg we can use the Hodge 
star to define a bilinear form on QP
( , ) : n p x Dp -+ R by (0u e2) = [  0i A*d2.
If we write 9\ and S2 in terms of non-coordinate bases, we easily verify that 
this bilinear form is symmetric and positive-definite, and hence it is an inner 
product on Qp. If 6 is a p-form, we write
\0\2dV = 0A*6
where dV  is the volume element on Eg defined by
dV = ^/|det gxy\dx A dy = e1 A e2.
We can also use the Hodge star to define the adjoint of the exterior derivative
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where p = deg 9\ and we have used Stokes’ theorem. Finally, we can define 
the Hodge Laplacian
A = d8 + 8d : ftp(E5) -> fip(£ 5).
In the case of D°{Eg), the Hodge Laplacian reduces to the Laplace operator 
on functions. To see this, let /  be a function on the Riemann surface and let 
(e^e2) be positively oriented non-coordinate bases. Since Sf  vanishes, the 
Hodge Laplacian reduces to the standard Laplace operator on functions,
A /  =  - * d * [ ( d 1f ) e 1 +  (d2f)e2] =  - * d [ ( d i f ) e 2 - ( d 2f)e']
=  - * ( S 2f  +  d 2f )e1 A e 2 =  - ( d 21 + d 2)f.
Using the fact that d and 8 are adjoints of each other, we find that on a 
compact Riemann surface,
(A M ) =  ((d8 +  8d)9,9) =  {89,89) +  (d9,d9) > 0 .
Hence,
A0 =  0 &  (A9,9) = 0 d9 = 0 and 89 = 0.
These last two equations can be thought of as analogs of the (4-dimensional) 
Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism in the vacuum,
dFj\ =  0, d -k Fj\ = 0
Hence we see that an electromagnetic connection is just a connection whose 
curvature form is harmonic. Maxwell’s equations can be generalized to
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5t/(2)-bundles leading to nonabelian gauge theory, which is the foundation of 
Donaldson’s approach to study the topology and geometry of four-manifolds.
A differential p-form on a complex curve Eg is harmonic if Ad = 0. Let 
HP (Eg) denote the space of harmonic p-forms on Eg. Hodge’s theorem states 
that every de Rham cohomology class on a complex curve Eg possesses a 
unique harmonic representative. Thus
E,).
Let bp denotes the p-th Betti number of £ 5, so bp =  dim Hp(Eg, R). The 
zero-th cohomology group H°(Eg, R) is the set of closed functions / .  Since 
the manifold is connected, the condition df = 0 is satisfied if and only if /  
is constant over Es. Hence H°(Eg, R) is isomorphic to the vector space R, 
thus we have 6q = 1. By Poincare duality we have
H p(Eg,R )  = H2~p(Eg,R) 
hence bo = b2. In terms of harmonic forms, we get
n p{Eg) ^ n 2-p{Eg).
To calculate the first Betti number it is easier to think about homology 
groups instead of cohomology groups (by de-Rham’s theorem the two are 
isomorphic). The torus T 2 can be thought of as the product of two circles a 
and b. These two circles are called one-cycles and generate the first homology 
group of T 2. In general on a genus g Riemann surfaces we will have g of the a 
circles and g of the b circles for a total of 2g. Hence the dimension of H 1(Eg) 
is bi = 2 g. In the case of the sphere 52, all one-cycles are homologous to the 
(trivial) zero-cycle. Hence the dimension of /^ (S 2) is zero.
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3 Spin G eom etry on Complex Curves
3.1 Clifford Algebra
Let V  be the two-dimensional Euclidean vector space R 2 over R  with or­
thonormal basis {ei,e2}. The Clifford algebra Cl(V) is the algebra over R  
generated by (ei, e2} subject to the relations
Here 7* =  7 (e») are complex 2 x 2  matrices taken for example to be
In particular, every element of CUV) can be written uniquely as a sum of 
1>7i>72 and 7172. Hence, Cl(V)  is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra H. 
Thus the dimension of Cl(V) as a real vector space is 2d = 4, where d is the 
dimension of V  over R. Thus we can identify 71 with j , 72 with k and 7172 
with i. Since any quaternion Q € H can be written as
where a , b, c and d are real numbers, the determinant of the quaternion Q is 
given by the formula
detQ =  a2 + b2 +  c2 + d2.
■7 (ei)'y(ej ) + i/(ej )'y(ei) = -2 5 i j  = - 2 i i i  =  j
— 0 if i 7^  j
7i =
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So the unit 3-sphere S 3 in Euclidean four-space can be identified with the 
special unitary group
577(2) = {Q E H,detQ =  1}.
The sphere of unit quaternions SU(2) forms a Lie group whose Lie algebra - 
the tangent space to the unit sphere at the identity - is the space of purely 
imaginary quaternions spanned by i, j  and k , or equivalently the space of 
trace-free 2 x 2  anti-Hermitian matrices. The exterior algebra of V  is defined 
by
A*(V) = A°(K)eA1( V ) e A 2(K)
= span {be1,e2, e1 Ae2}.
Hence as vector spaces, Cl(V) and A*(V) are isomorphic. Finally, we define 
a Clifford bundle over Hg to be a vector bundle whose fiber is the Clifford 
algebra Cl(V) ** A*{V).
3.2 Spin Structures
A very important characteristic of subatomic particles is their spin. If an 
ordinary spinning body is rotated in space through 360° it returns to its 
original configuration. A spinor (a particle with spin 1/ 2) however will not do 
this. To return to its initial state, it is necessary to rotate (its wavefunction) 
through 720°. In other words, a spinor requires a double rotation relative to 
everyday objects before it comes back to its starting state. Mathematically, 
in two dimensions, we say that Spin(2) is the double cover of the 50(2)
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group. In terms of 7  matrices, every element of Spin(2) can be written as 
cos(6/2) +  7 172sm (0 / 2) where 6 is a real function on the Riemann surface. 
Hence the group Spin(2) is isomorphic to S 1. Thus we have
. cosQ sinO ^
50 (2 ) =
—sinO cosd j
e ~iO/2 q
Spin(2) =
’  0 ei6/2
Similarly, we define the Spin(2)c group as
Spin(2)c -
Xe-^t2 0
, where A G 5(1).
0 \ e ie!2
Let be a Riemann surface, thought of as an oriented Riemannian manifold 
of dimension two. The structure group of its tangent bundle T E g is simply 
the group 50(2) of rotations in two dimensions. Thus we can choose a cover 
{Ua : a  G 1} for Eg so that the corresponding transition functions take their 
values in 50(2):
9 a/3 '• Ua fi Up —> 50(2) c  GL{2, R).
A spin structure on Eg is given by an open covering {Ua : a  G 1} and a 
collection of transition functions
9a(3 : Ua n  Up —► Spin(2) 
such that the cocycle condition
9 afi9 P'n 9 ol,y on Ua n Up n U^.
is satisfied. Manifolds which admit spin structures are called spin manifolds. 
We will see later that all Riemann surfaces are spin. This result can be 
derived by showing that the index of the Dirac operator is always an integer.
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Recall that once we have transition functions satisfying the cocycle con­
dition, we get a corresponding vector bundle. Thus given a spin structure on 
T,g defined by
9 a/3 : Ua n Up —* Spin(2)
the transition functions
itfi -Ua n u 0 ^  e -W ,  g-0 :Ua n U 0 ^  e ^ 2
determine complex vector bundles of rank one over Eg, which we denote by 
S + and S ~ . Similarly, a spinc structure on Eg is given by an open covering 
{UQ : a  € 1} and a collection of transition functions
9ap : UaOUp —* Spin(2)c
such that the cocycle condition is satisfied.
Starting with a spin structure on Eg defined by the transition functions
9a0 :Ua r)U(3 -+ Spin(2)
and a complex line bundle L  over £ 5with transition functions
hap : Ua fl Up —► 17(1),
we can define a spinc structure on Eg by taking the transition functions to 
be
hap9 ap ’ ua D Up -> Spin(2)c.
The transition functions
g% : Ua fl Xe-W , gc~0 :Ua n U e ^  Xeie>2
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determine complex line bundles S + <g> L and S~  (g> L whose sections are called 
spinor fields of positive or negative chirality respectively.
One of the most important line bundles on complex manifolds is the 
canonical line bundle K. We construct this bundle as follows. Let T*Eg be 
the cotangent bundle over Eg with local sections dx and dy. The complexified 
cotangent bundle splits as
r* s 9 ® c  = r*1,0s s © r*°-%
with local sections dz =  dx + idy and dz = dx — idy respectively. The 
canonical line bundle is defined in general as the top exterior power of T*1,0E5 
but in two dimensions K  is the same as T*l,0Eg =  T*Y,g (here we are thinking 
of the cotangent bundle as a complex line bundle over the Riemann surface 
and identifying dx and dy with dx + idy). The cotangent bundle is defined to 
be the dual of the tangent bundle, this means that if the structure group of 
T E g (considered as a complex line bundle) is et9, that of T*Y,g is e~ld. As we 
saw earlier, the structure group of S + is e~l9^ 2 hence we have the important 
fact that 5 +2 =  S + ® S + = K  which is the same as saying S + = K 1/2.
3.3 The Spin Connection
A connection (f> on S  =  S + 0  S~ is called a spin(2) connection if it can be 
expressed in terms of each local trivialization as a one-form with values in 
the Lie algebra of Spin(2). The covariant derivative on spinors is expressed 
locally as
(d<fiCr)a doa -j- 4>a^a•
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Since the Lie algebra of Spin(2) is generated by 7172, the condition that 0 is 
a spin(2) connection is simply
2
0 a ^  1 4>ai jKi 'Kj  i 0atj 0aji
i,j=l
where are ordinary real-valued one-forms.
Given a spin(2) connection 0 on S', there is a unique connection 0 on the 
Clifford bundle over which satisfies the Leibniz rule
d<t>M = (dp ) a +  l d<j>a
Here 7  is any linear combination of the 7i-matrices and a £ F(aS'). We will 
now show that, when the above equation is satisfied, the spin connection on 
S  induces the Levi-Civita connection on the Clifford bundle. To start, we 
trivialize the vector bundle S  over an open set U C Eg and let be
the orthonormal sections of S\u defined by
cri =
' l \  ( o '
a2 =
0 \ 1 /
Suppose now that 0 is a spin(2) connection on S, given over U by
2
0  =  0*j"7t7.7» 4>ij =  0jt*
*J=1
Since the components of 07 and 7k&\ are constant we get,
2 2
dcj>(J\ = y  " (frijlilj® \ ; d<fi('Jk&\) =  } " •
i , j = \  i,j=l
Hence it follows from the Leibniz condition that 
2 2
S  0u7i7?7fc(JA =  (07fc)tfA +  7fc X! 0*j7i7j^A,
*ij=i *,i=i
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or equivalently,
2
(&k)cr\ = J2
i , j= 1
Hence,
071 =  -  7l7l72) +  021 (727l7l -  7l727l)
= 20 i2( - 727i7 i -  717172) = 2012(72 + 12) =  - 402i72
072 = 012(717272 -  727172) +  02l(727l72 -  727271)
= 2012( - 7!7272 + 727271) =  2012(71 +  7i) =  ~ 40 i27i
Thus, given the connection 0  satisfying
2
07 k =  - 4
i=1
on the Clifford bundle, we can define a corresponding spin(2)-connection on 
S  by setting
0 *i — A Wij-
This is the unique spin(2)-connetion on S  which induces the iSrO(2)-connection. 
The spin(2) covariant derivative is simply
d - 1 E  Wy7<7i-
4  i j = 1
The curvature of this connection is given by
fl =  ( d - j E W m ) 2
4 ij=l
d( - J  £  =  - j E  fl«7i7i
i , j= 1 i,J = l
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where
tlij = dWij.
Given a unitary connection A on a complex line bundle L over a Riemann 
surface Tgy we can define a spin(2)c connection on the bundle S®L,  expressed 
in terms of each local trivialization as
4 iJ=1
Its covariant derivative is given locally by
— d(ja T fict&cc
Moreover, since Fa = idA  where —iFA is the curvature of the connection on 
L, we see that the curvature of S  ® L is
1 2O4 = iF4 /  +  0  =  iFAl ~ 'y 1 ^ijTiTj-
4  i,3= 1
In this formula, the fi^-’s are the curvature forms for the Levi-Civita connec­
tion on E g.
3.4 The Dirac Operator
Let Eg be a Riemann surface with a spinc structure and a spin(2)c-connection 
<^>c on the spinor bundle S. The Dirac operator Da ■ P(S ® L) —> T(S  <8> L) 
is defined by
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where the subscript i in the covariant derivative denotes the i-th component. 
Considered as an operator on the space of sections of the full spinor bundle 
S  0  L = (S+ 0  L) © (S~ 0  L), the Dirac operator Da of the form
0 d ~a 
D \  0
is formally self adjoint, thus
f  < D aiJj, Datp > dV = f  < ip, D\}p > dV.JT,g JXg
The two operators D \  and D]4 satisfy
: r {S+ 0  L) —>• T(S~ 0  L), D~A : V{S~ 0  L) T(S+ 0  L).
Hence in the case where ip € T (5+ 0  L) the operator Da coincides with D \.  
On flat R 2 with coordinates x  and y , the Dirac operator is just
d  d  Dip =
the 7 ’s being the the Clifford algebra matrices satisfying
TiKj T 7?7i =  = ^ if  ^ =  j
= 0 if i ±  j.
Thus we find that
ft2 r)2
In this case, the Dirac operator is a square root of the usual Euclidean Lapla­
cian.
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The main result of this section, Weitzenbock’s formula (which works in 
any dimension), gives a similar relationship between the Dirac operator and 
the Laplacian acting on spinors A a : T(S  <g> L) —► T(S ® L) defined by the 
formula
2
A^ 4 Xd(j)C^)iidfb0)j•
i=1
The square of the Dirac operator Da is related to the Laplace operator A^ 
by the formula
s
D 2Ai) = A Aip e -Nj -  Y l iFAkakiii)-
4 k<l
This can be derived by noticing that
1 1D 2a^  = lkli(d^c)k(d^c)i7p ^
— {d<f>c)k{d,4>c')k'4) T 2 'yk/yi\{d<f>c)k) (^ </>c)j]0
1 1 2
= A A'lp +  - l k 1 i ( - i F Aki -  t E  R i jk a i l j ) ^ -
i,j=1
Here we used the fact that
- R i j k i e  A e
and that the k-th and Z-th components of are nothing but —Rijkililj/4. 
The square of the Dirac operator now becomes
D \ip  =  A A'tp ~  i  XI F A k i l k l i -  ^ R ijk O k in n j^ P -
k<l °
Using the fact that Q\ 2  = —^21 and that Rijki =  —Rijik we can write the 
last term in the above expression as
— ^ R i j k l l k l l l i l j i )  ~  ~  g ( ~  # 1 2 1 2  +  -^1221 +  #2112 ~  # 2 1 2 l ) # 0
1 S
= ^(#1212 +  # 2121)^  —
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where s is the scalar curvature of E g. This proves the Weitzenbock formula.
The Dirac operator we have defined is a Dirac operator acting on S and 
S (g> L. This can be extended further to general vector bundles on S 3 of the 
form S  ® E  where E  is a complex vector bundle. The Dirac operator with 
coefficients in E  is defined locally by the formula
DaV  =  ~ \  £
4 k,l=l
where T° are the generators of the Lie algebra of the structure group G of the 
bundle E  and the indices i and j  run from 1 to TV where TV is the dimension 
of the representation of G.
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4 The Geometry of M onopoles
4.1 The M onopole Equations
Let Eg be a complex curve with a spinc structure and a corresponding positive 
spinc bundle K 1!2 ® L. We seek pairs (^ 4, ip), where A  is a connection on the 
line bundle L  and ^  is a section of K 1//2 <g> L  such that
= °> fa =
where Fa = id,A, D \ is the Dirac operator on K 1/2 <g> L and w is the Kahler 
form on Eg. Here ip is a commuting bosonic variable that transforms as a 
spinor, the reason for this comes from topological field theory [30] but I will 
not discuss this here as this will take us too far afield. The —1/2 factor on 
the right hand side of the second equation is important because with this 
choice of normalization and sign, strong restrictions can be placed on the set 
of solutions. I will call these equations the monopole equations since they 
are the two-dimensional analogue of the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations 
[33]. They can be thought of as describing a massless charged spinor moving 
on a Riemann surface in the background of an electromagnetic field. I will 
sometimes write the equations in the form
D \ip = 0, FA =  o(ip).
These equations fail to be linear in ip only because of the presence of the 
term or(ip). Note that since any antisymmetric two-form in two dimensions 
is of type (1, 1), the (2 , 0 ) and (0 , 2) components of FA vanish.
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We define a real-valued functional on the space
A  = {(/!, ip) : A is a connection on L, ip G T(K^  ® L)} 
by the formula
S(A,ip) = f  (\D$^\2 + \FA -  a M f WJUg
where dV  denotes the volume element on Eg. Clearly the absolute minimum 
of this functional is attained when the solutions of the monopole equations 
exist.
Let Ai and A2 be two complex numbers then we have the identity 
2Re(AiA2) = AjA2 +  A2A1.
Hence
< AAip, ip > + < ip, AA'ip >=  2Re < ip, A aiP > ■
If we denote by A the usual Laplacian on functions, then a simple calculation 
in local coordinates shows that
-  < {d^i ip ,  {d ^ i ip  > -\-Re < ip^A'ip > =  ^ A ^ l2.
Integrating over Eg and noticing that A|-0|2 is a total derivative, we get
[  < {d^)iip, ( d ^ i i p  > dV = f  |(o c^)iV>|2dV =  f  Re < ip ,AAip > dV.
Note that the integral over E g of the real function < D \ip , D^ip > gives
f  \D\ip\2dV = f  {<ip ,AAip > Yj\ ip\2+ < i p , - i Y JFAkiTkli^P>)dV.
JT.g JEg 4  ^
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It then follows from the Weitzenbock formula that 
S(A,f/>) = [  [\D+'iP\2dV + (FA - a m A * ( F A - a ( m
J'Eg
= [  [(\D+4>\2 + \FA\2 + \a&)\2) d V - F A A M i > ) - v M * * F A\
J'Lg
=  ( <  ip, A Aip >  + ^ | ' 0 | 2  +  \ F a \2 +  W(ip)\2)dV
-  iPAu  < ^ ,7i72^ > e1 A e 2 -  2( - l ) F A{^\ip\2)
= I ?  (< > + \F a \2 + I^WI2) ^
+ { - i F A\2{-i)\i>\2 +  A e2
= [  (<ip, A Aip > + j M 2 + li^ l2 +  \a(ip)\2)dV.
■/Sj ^
Since the functional S(A,ip) is real, we see that < ip, A Aip > is also real. 
Thus
S{A,ip) =  f  (\(dr ) M 2 + j M 2 + \FA\2 + W m 2)dV.
J ’Eg 4
In particular, if the genus of T,g is less than two i.e. the scalar curvature 
s > 0 , all the terms in the last expression are non-negative and there are no 
nonzero solutions to the monopole equations. Moreover, since
k M I 2 =  ^ k l 4, Jz ( IV f +  | ) 2d v  >  o,
we conclude that if (A, ip) is a solution to the monopole equations, one has 
the inequality for the norm of FA
In the next section we will study the properties of the space of solutions to 
the monopole equations. We will see that the moduli space is compact and 
carries a Kahler structure.
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4.2 T he M oduli Space
Recall that the space of connections A on L and sections of the positive Spin 
bundle ip is given by
A  =  { (A yip) : A on L,1> € T{Kl/2 ® L)}.
The group of gauge transformations
Q =  M a p ^ S 1) =  {maps g : E 9 S 1}
acts on the space A  by
g : (A,ip) -> (A + gdig-^grp).
The quotient space A /Q  has singularities at the reducible elements. Recall 
that this happens whenever the gauge group does not act freely on the quo­
tient space. In our case the U{ 1) group of constant gauge transformations 
acts freely on the quotient space except at the points (4,0). Note that a 
solution with ip = 0 necessarily has Fa =  0. We can avoid the reducible 
elements by perturbing the monopole equations around (A, 0). We can then 
define the moduli space A4 of monopoles to be the space
M  = {[A,^] € A /Q  : {A,ip) satisfying the monopole equations}.
To determine the dimension of M. we fix a point in M. and see in how many 
directions we can go while remaining in A4. Let S' be a small variation 
then if {A, ip) satisfy the monopole equations we want (A +  S'A,ip +  5'ip) 
to also satisfy the monopole equations. The number of linearly independent
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(S'A, 8'ip) tells us the dimension of the moduli space. After linearizing the 
equations, we end up with
D \d  ip = —7 id'Aiip =  —7 .(d'A)ip, dd'A = ^-(ipd'ip +  d' ipip)w.£
We can identify d'lp and d' A  with an infinitesimal action of the gauge group 
where 8'ip = iXip and d'A =  — idX where A € ^°(Sg, R).
If we define two operators d\ and d2 by
di X = (—idX,iXip) 
d2(a , (3) = (da 4- l-(ip(3 +  (3ip)w, D\(3 + (7 .a)ip)
where a = d'A and (3 =  d’ip, it follows tha t
d2diX =  (0 + \dpiipXip — iXipip)w, D\(iXip) — iji((d)iX)ip)
=  ( 0  +  0 ,  i \ D \ $  +  -  i ’yi {{d )i\)%l))
=  (0 , 0)
Thus we can define a complex C by
A° —* A1 © (AT1/2 ® L) -> A2 © (K~l/2 ® L)
where the first map is given by d\ and the second by d2. If we define the 
operator T  by
T  = dj © d2
where d\ is the adjoint of d\ , then C is equivalent to
A1 ffi (A'1/2 ® L) -* A0 © A2 © (K~l/2 ® L).
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In terms of components, the map T  is given by
where —-kd ★ (£’A) = 0 fixes the gauge. To calculate the dimension of the 
moduli space, we will have to make use of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. 
In reference [3] it was shown rigorously how to compute the dimension of a 
moduli space in terms of data of the given vector bundles and base manifold.
Going back to our equations, since the equations are now linear, the index 
of the operator T  splits into the sum of the index of the operator d +  8 (here 
S is the adjoint of d) acting on one forms, and of the Dirac operator from 
K 1!'1 <g> L to K ~ l/2 ®L.
Recall from Hodge theory that the square of the operator d + 6 is the 
Hodge Laplacian A = dS +  dd. Let 6 be a p-form then since
(d +  6)0 = 0 d6 = 0 and 50 = 0 AO = 0,
we see that the kernel of d +  £ is the finite-dimensional space of harmonic 
forms. Setting
A+ =  A0 ®A2, A-  =  A1 
and dividing the operator d + 5 into two pieces,
{d + 6)+ : A+ -> A", {d + 5)~ : A-  -» A+, 
we define the index of (d + 5)+ to be
index of (d + <5)+ =  dim Ker (d + £)+ — dim Ker (d +  £)“ .
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But we know that
Ker (d + 6 )+ =  W°(£,) © H 2(T,g)
Ker (d + S)~ = H *(£,)
thus we get
index (d + <S)+ =  b0 + b2 -  bi =  x (£ g),
the Euler characteristic of Eg.
In a similar spirit, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem gives a formula for 
the index of the Dirac operator in terms of topological data. Just as in Hodge 
theory, we define the index of D \  to be
index D \  = dim Ker (D\) — dim Ker (D^).
To state the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the Dirac operator, we need 
a special combination of the Chern classes, called the Chern character, and 
the Dirac genus A.
If L is a complex line bundle on £ 5 with first Chern class Ci(L), the Chern 
character is
ch{L) =  eci(i) =  1 +  ci(I) +  ... € #*(£,,, R),
where R) denotes the direct sum of all real cohomology groups of
Eg and the dots indicate terms which will automatically vanish in two- 
dimensions.
The Dirac genus A is given by
A =  1 +  4k forms
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where k is an integer. We are now ready to state one of the monuments of 
twentieth century mathematics, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for Dirac 
operators [4]. If Da is a Dirac operator coupled with an abelian connection 
on a complex line bundle L  over a manifold £ 5, then
index D \  =  J  A ch(L)
=  L c' M -JUg
In the integral above, only two-forms are picked up, so that the integration 
makes sense. Note that in the case where the Dirac operator is not coupled 
with a connection, the index formula gives
index D + =  0.
Since index D+ is not a fraction, we say that £ 5 is a spin manifold.
Recall that we want to calculate the real dimension of the moduli space 
A i . To do this we will have to think about the vector bundles S ± ® L as real 
vector bundles of rank two, and thus multiply the index of D \  by two, thus 
we have
dim M. = —index (d + S)+ +  2 index DJ  
=  2(c i(L )py  +g — 1).
where C\ (L ) [T,g\ in the above expression denotes the integral of the first Chern 
class over the complex curve.
Note that for the moduli space to have non-negative dimension, we need 
the magnetic charge to satisfy
ci c o p y  > ! - » •
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The first remarkable property of the moduli space A t  is that it is compact 
as I will show now. The claim is that if (^ 4, tji) is a solution to the monopole 
equations and the maximum value of \i/j\2 is assumed at a point p € then
M 2(p)  ^  ~ \ s (p )
where s is the scalar curvature. To see this, let A be the usual Laplace 
operator on functions, then A(/) > 0 at a local maximum of a function / .  
Since p is a maximum for \ip\2, we have
^A(|Vf )(p) > 0
Thus
-  < (cV)r0  > + < ^ A ^  > >  0 .
Since < (d^c)^, (d^c)^ > is positive definite, we see that
< Vh A >>  0 .
It follows from the Dirac equation along with the Weitzenbock formula that
2 $
0 = D \  i\) = A Alp + iFAkilkTiip-
4 k<l
Taking the inner product with ^  and applying the second of the monopole 
equations we obtain
~ =< A a ^  > -  0 
Dividing by \ip\2 we obtain the desired result.
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Note that since Fa is a non-positive two-form, its integral over the Rie- 
mann surface should also be non-positive hence we get the following bound 
on the value of the first Chern class
1 -  9  <  C i ( L ) [ S 9] <  0.
To see that the moduli space is compact, recall that in a Yang-Mills-Higgs 
theory with a Higgs field <f> taking its value in the Lie algebra of £0(3) the 
potential term V((f>) is proportional to
V{4>) ~  ( H 2 - 1)2.
When V (</>) vanishes, the Higgs field <f> lies in the compact space S 2. Thus the 
modulus of (f> is always bounded (and equals one in this case). Returning to 
our monopole moduli space, |V>|2 is always bounded by —s/2 hence by analogy 
with the Higgs field, M. is compact. Note that the bound on \i(j \2 gives a 
bound on Fa , the derivative of A, when substituted in the second monopole 
equation. Results from analysis can be used to get a bound on the gauge 
field itself. The compactness of the moduli space boils down to showing that 
any sequence of solutions of the monopole equations possesses a convergent 
subsequence. An outline for a rigorous proof (in the four dimensional case 
but the arguments apply here as well) can be found in [15], see also [22] 
where some of the arguments above are independently derived.
The second remarkable property of the moduli space M. is that it is 
Kahler. To start recall that the infinite dimensional space A  is the space of 
abelian connections and charged spinor fields (A, VO- Let (a*,0 i) and 
be tangent vectors (to points (Ai,V>*) and (Aj,ipj)) in the tangent space of
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A. We are going to show that the objects J 4 and ©ij (defined below) give A  
a Kahler structure. We then use a thechnique due to Marsden and Weinstein 
[17] that allows us to carry the structure on A  to our moduli space A4.
We define the map J 4 by
Here <, > is the inner product on the fiber of the bundle K 1/2 <g> L , thus
4*i) 4*j ^  4*j 1 4*i ■
Thus 0 ^ is antisymmetric and can be considered as the components of a 
two-form ©. This follows from the identities
d{  A d j  =  —d j  A  d i
Im < (fritfij > =  —Inn < > .
Notice that since the a*’s are one forms with values in the Lie algebra of C/(l) 
we see that the two form 0  is real. Moreover since
It is then clear that J \  =  — 1. We now define by
we see that
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If we write the ax’s in terms of non-coordinate bases, we get the identity
★(a^e1 +  a^e2) A * (a j l e1 +  cij2e2) =  —( d n d j2e2 A e1 +  a i2d j i e l A e2)
=  d u e 1 A a ^ e 2 +  ai2e2 A a ^ e 1
Thus
★<rx A 'kCLj =  flj A cij 
Hence the two form © satisfies
Note that the components ©XJ- are constant thus the two form © is closed. 
To see this we consider a generic point in the space A  of connections
and sections (so we are not assuming yet that the components satisfy and 
PDEs). At this point we can define the tangent space T A .  This space can
be written as a direct sum of two vector spaces, the first isomorphic to the
infinite dimensional space of one forms on the Riemann surface with values 
in iR  and the second isomorphic to the infinite dimensional space of zero 
forms on the Riemann surface with values in C,
T A  = a 1 {'Eg, iR) © fi°(E9, C).
Thus the exterior derivative on T A  is the same as the exterior derivative 
on the complex curve, namely d. A typical point in T A  can be written as 
(a*, If we let X\ and x2 be local coordinates on the Riemann surface then 
di and (f>i can be written locally as
a>i = f \ ( x \ , x 2)dxl + f 2{xu x2)dx2 
<t>i = f ( x i , x 2),
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where f \ , /2  and /  are functions on the complex curve. Since the components 
Q i j ,  defined above, are given by an integral of a combination of a’s and 0 ’s 
over the Riemann surface, they are indeed constants. Since the exterior 
derivative on T A  is just d we conclude that the two form © is closed.
A Riemannian metric G can be defined on the infinite dimensional space 
A  by setting
G(( a , i ,  (pi),  (% ,  (f)j) )  © (^ /^ (a j ,  (pi),  ( c i j , (pj))
It is then easy to see that the metric G satisfies
©((<2j, (pi), (flj, 0 j ) )  =  G{J^{(li, (pi),  ( d j , (pj))
and
G((o^, 0 i ) ,  (Ui, (pi)) ©(1/ 4 (0 ,^ 0 i ) ,  (&ii (pi))
=  @((ai,<pi), JA{(li,<Pi))
hence G is positive definite. Writing the s in terms of non-coordinate basis 
we get
■kdi A  d j  =  * ( a * i e 1 +  a ^ e 2) A ( f l j i e 1 +  a ^ e 2)
=  a^ ia^ ie2 A e 1 — A e 2
=  a ^ e 2 A  a ^ e 1 — A  a ^ e 2 
=  'kQ’j  A a^.
This, along with the identity
I m  <  icpi , (pj > =  I m  <  i ( p j , (p i  >
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imply that
G((cii, (f>i), (o>j, $j)) — G((aj, 4>j)y (o,i, 0i))-
Hence the metric G on the space A  is Riemannian. It is easy to see that G 
is also Hermitian, this is because
G{Jj\,{(Li, (f>i), , <pj)) =  — 0*), 1 / 4  (flj, (j>j))
0 i)> , (pj ) )
=  {&j ,  ( p j ) \
Putting everything together, we conclude that the space A  Kahler.
So far we have discussed the properties of the space A. The space we 
are interested in however is a subspace of the quotient of the space A  by 
the Lie group Q} namely A4. One might think that even if we start with 
a Kahler space there would be no reason for its quotient with a Lie group 
to be Kahler as well. Marsden and Weinstein showed that in the case that 
the space is symplectic, one can define its symplectic quotient (also called 
symplectic reduction) by a Lie group in terms of moment maps. In [13] it 
was shown that the MW reduction can also be applied to the Kahler (and 
hyperKahler) case as well, and this is what we will use to transfer the Kahler 
structure from the space A  to its quotient by Q.
To start I shall write the monopole equations in a different way. The 
gauge bundle L  can be written as the direct product K -1 /2 <g> (K 1^ 2 <S> L). If 
we fix a base connection A  on K ~ 1//2 then any connection A can be written 
as A  + B  where B is a one form connection on the twisted positive spin 
bundle K 1//2 ® L. An elementary calculation (included in the next section of
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the thesis) shows that if A' =  —iWu/2  then the Dirac operator coupled to 
A' is just d. In terms of the connection B , the first monopole equation can 
be written as
dBip = o
where dB is the Dolbeault aperator coupled to B.  The second monopole 
equation takes the form
Fb =  Fa -  id A' =  - i |  ip\2w -  ^ K w  = ~^[\ip\2 + ^]w
where K  and s are respectively the Gaussian and scalar curvature of the 
complex curve. Mathematically, if the two form FB is of type (1, 1), we 
say that the vector bundle K 0  L is holomorphic and ip is a holomorphic 
section of it. Thus the monopole equations can be interpreted in terms of 
holomorphic geometry, the data being the pair ip and B. Let us define the 
space H1,1 by
H 1,1 = {(B,ip) : dBip = 0,Fb is of type (1,1)}.
We will also define a map /z by
M A y l p )  =  f a +  2W =  f b +  h \ i p \ 2 +  | ] w .
We can easily see that the moduli space of monopoles modulo gauge trans­
formations can be written as
m  =
In other words, we can think of the moduli space A4 as simply the space 
of solutions of holomorphic pairs satisfying the second monopole equation.
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This equation has a deep geometric interpretation that I shall now describe. 
Given the symplectic space A  (with its Kahler form 0) and the Lie group Q 
acting on it, the moment map /z of this action satisfies
dn(Q = e ( x 0 -l
Few remarks about the above equation follow: The symbol —i(, for a real 
function £ on the complex curve, represents an element of the Lie algebra of 
the gauge group. It generates the (Hamiltonian) vector field X $ on the space 
A. The (slightly confusing) symbol cfyz is thought of as a small variation of 
the moment map and the left hand side of the equation above is an integral of 
(dji over the Riemann surface. To proceed we define the vector field X^ and 
then show that the equation above is satisfied. These are the requirements 
to transfer the Kahler structure from A  to A4. I shall write the quantity dfi 
above as
d/i =  ^j\(FA+ta ~ Fa ) +  +  t<f)\2 -  \i)\2)w]t=o
= ida+  i ( <  -0,^ > + < 0 ,V7 >)w 
=  ida + Re < > w
where a and <j) are small variations in the gauge field A and spinor rfr respec­
tively. The Lie algebra valued zero form — generates a vector field on A  
as follows: X ^ A , 1^)  = (—id£, Since — € Q°(£5,zR), and using the
fact that d(i£ A a) is a closed form that integrates over the Riemann surface 
to zero, we can write
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= [  [(—i dC A a) + ( R e  <  (ip,  <j> >  w)
JT,g
= [  [(—idC, A a) +  ( I m  < >  w)]
JXg
= e(*c,-)
which is what we wanted to prove. This finishes our discussion about the 
Kahler property of A4 .
Recall that M. is an even dimensional space of dimension, say, 2n. If we 
let a 1 and /3l (where i = 1, . . . ,  n) form a basis of non-coordinate one-forms 
on the cotangent space of M  then the Kahler form can be written as
0 =
i=l
where A is the wedge product on A4. Thus if we take the wedge product of 
© with itself n-times we get
©n =  n! a 1 A Pl A . . .  A an A /3n.
Since M. is complex, it is oriented. The 2n form a 1 A (31 A . . .  A a n A (T1 will 
serve as a volume form on M  and lives in H 2n(Ai, R).
4.3 Zero Dimensional M oduli Spaces
Recall that the dimension d of the moduli space is given by 2(c\ (L ) [E5]+g— 1). 
If d > 0, the moduli space is as described in the previous section. When d < 0 
there are generically no solutions to the monopole equations. In the case 
where d = 0 the moduli space consists of a finite number of points (because 
M. is compact). Let us consider this case in this section. From the dimension
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formula we see that for d to vanish we need the condition Ci(L)[T,g] =  1 — g. 
This means that the gauge bundle L is isomorphic to the line bundle K ~ 1/2. 
On the bundle K~1^ 2 there is a unique choice of connection A  such that the 
Dirac operator reduces to the Dolbeault operator d. If we write the Levi- 
Civita connnection on the tangent bundle as a purely imaginary one form 
iW \ 2  then the gauge field A  is given by
A'  = ~ i W 12.
Recall that the spin(2)c covariant derivative on the Riemann surface is given 
by
<V = d + L 4 ' - i  - £  W i i i a j .
4 i,J=1
The covariant derivative can be rewritten in matrix form as
(  - i W u / 2  0 \  l /  - i W n  0
d^ c — d +  -  -
 ^ 0 —1 W 1 2 / 2  J y 0 PiW\2
In this case, the Dirac operator corresponding to A  = —HV1 2 / 2  becomes
D j  =7i(d)i.
If we work locally on an open set UQ with local coordinates z = X \ +  1x 2 we 
see that the Dirac operator is written in matrix form as
D+a ' =
( 0  — + i—u dxi ^  ldX2
—  4- i—  0V dXx + l dX2 U
Acting on sections 'ip of K 1/2 <S> L , the Dirac operator becomes
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Thus the Dirac equation becomes nothing but
d'lp =  0 .
So we see that considered as a (0,0) form, is a holomorphic section of the 
line bundle K 1!2 <g>L. In the case of a zero dimensional moduli space, the line 
bundle L is isomorphic to K -1 /2 hence ^  is a section of the trivial bundle 
T  = K 1/2 <8 K ~ xl2. Since any holomorphic function on a Riemann surface is 
constant, we can think of xjj as a globally defined section of T. Let \'ip\2 = c 
where c is a positive constant, then using the second monopole equation we 
get
FA' =  — ^ | = ~ 7, cw = id X  = ^dWi 2 = TjKiu =  i sw
where s , K  and w are the scalar curvature, Gaussian curvature and the 
Kahler form of Y,g respectively. Hence c =  —s /2  or in other words the metric 
on the Riemann surface has negative constant curvature. Thus in the case 
where the dimension of the moduli space vanish, solutions of the monopole 
equations exists only when s is a constant. Combining this fact with the 
uniformization theorem (which states that every Riemann surface with g > 1 
admits a metric with constant negative curvature) we get the following 
Existence Theorem: Every Riemann surface of positive genus admits a 
nonempty zero dimensional monopole moduli space.
4.4 Nonabelian M onopoles
In this section I present the nonabelian version of the monopole equations 
on Riemann surfaces of genus g > 1 and study the associated moduli space.
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Unlike Yang-Mills theory which involves the study of the moduli space of flat 
connections, nonabelian monopoles involve the study of spinors and Yang- 
Mills connections and thus appear to be a natural generalization of Yang- 
Mills theory.
To start let us recall some basic facts about Yang-Mills theory on Riemann 
surfaces [1]. Let E  be an SU(2) vector bundle on a closed oriented surface 
£3  and let A y m  be the space of unitary connections in E. The Yang-Mills 
functional is the map Y M  : A ym  —* R+ defined by
YM (A)  =  —i  f  tr(FA A*FA)
Jl-lg
where Fa = dA -|- A A A  is the curvature of the connection. Thus if A is an 
su{2) connection, the Yang-Mills action becomes
YM(A) ^  (  (\F\ \ 2 +  \ F ^  +  \F\f)dV
JZg
where F j, F \  and F\  are three real two-forms on the Riemann surface. 
Clearly YM (A) > 0, with equality if and only if the connection A  is flat, i.e. 
Fa — 0 . The group Q of gauge transformations acts on the space A ym by
(9 , A) -► gAg~l + gdg~l .
Finally, the moduli space M ym is given by the quotient space of flat su{2) 
connections modulo gauge transformations and has dimension 6(g — 1). In 
general, if the structure group is taken to SU(k), the dimension of M y m  
becomes dimG(2# — 2) =  2(k2 — 1 )(g — 1).
We now move on to study the geometry of nonabelian monopoles. To 
start, fix a complex line bundle £  =  K 1/2 on the Riemann surface. We
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also need to consider a nonabelian structure group, for example SU(k), on 
a complex vector bundle E  . We will see that with this choice of C we get 
interesting results about the moduli space of nonabelian monopoles. These 
equations are simply
D t f  =  0
F\ = - t- W ( T a)iif jw.
Here A is a connection on C <8> E, ip% are the components of the section ip of 
the bundle K 1/2 <8> (£ ® E), T a are the generators of the Lie algebra of the 
structure group G of the vector bundle E, w is the Kahler form on the 
Riemann surface and the indices i and j  run from 1 to TV where N  is the 
dimension of the representation of G. From now on, I will restrict the study 
to the case where the structure group of E  is SU(k). We can think of G as 
the Lie group U(k) and hence C <g> E  is a U(k) vector bundle. Note that the 
first monopole equation is simply the Dirac equation with the Dirac operator 
coupled to the gauge connection A
= I m id m V - -  £  W WrkTtf1 +  Aam(Ta)ii& )
4  k,l= 1
I will now define the space of connections and sections by
A  =  {{A,ij}) : A on C 0  E,ip € T ( K 1/2 ® (C ® E))}.
The group Q of gauge transformations acts on the space A  by 
g : {A,ip) -»• {gAg~l + gd{g~l),gip).
The moduli space of non abelian monopoles is the defined by 
A4na = {[^ 4, -0 ] € A/Q  : {A,ip) satisfying the nonabelian equations}.
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A first step to understand the structure of the moduli space of solutions 
modulo gauge transformations is to compute its dimension. To determine 
the dimension of M na we fix a point in it and see in how many directions 
we can go while remaining in the moduli space. Hence if (A,'ip) satisfy the 
nonabelian monopole equations, we want (A + 5' A, ip +  & ip) to also satisfy 
the nonabelian monopole equations. After linearizing the equations we get
dim M na — dim M y m  + 2 index D \
= $(2g  — 2 ) +  2Rc\{K1/2)
where R  is the dimension of the representation of G. The dimension of the 
moduli space of nonabelian monopoles is thus given by
dim M na  = 2[fc2 + R](g — 1).
It is easy to see that the spave M na is larger than that of the Yang-Mills 
fields.
As in the abelian case, the moduli space M na is Kahler. Let (ai,fa) and 
(a,j,(pj) be tangent vectors (to points (Ai,fa)  and (Aj,ipj)) in the tangent 
space of A. We define the map JA by
Ja •
It is then clear that JA = — 1. We define the Kahler two-form 0y by
O i j  =  /  [ t r ( —a,i A a,j) +  I m  <  fa ,  (pj >  w]
JT.g
Here <, > is the inner product on the fiber of the bundle K 1/2 E)  and
it is understood that the inner product is on the components of the spinor.
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This Kahler form © descends to a Kahler form on the space M n a - The trick 
is to use moment maps however I shall not include the details here since 
they are very similar to the ones we considered in the abelian case. Recall 
the M n a  is an even dimensional space. Hence if we let m  be such that 
2m =  (HuiMna and take a 1 and p% (where i =  1, . . .  ,ra) to form a basis of 
non-coordinate one-forms on the cotangent space of M n a ,  then the volume 
form on the moduli space can be expressed as
dV =  J - e m  =  a 1 A  / J 1 A  . . .  A  a m  A  /3m . m!
Since M na is complex, it is oriented, the orientation being given by the 
volume form d V .
It is important to note that the nonabelian monopole moduli space is, as 
the Yang-Mills moduli space, not compact. One will have to use sophisticated 
methods of algebraic geometry to find a suitable compactification. This space 
has two types of singularities. The first type occurs whenever a constant 
gauge transformation acts at the points (j4,0). In this case, the nonabelian 
monopole equations reduce to the equation which defines flat connections 
Fa =  0. The second type of singularity occurs whenever the vector bundle 
E  splits as a sum of smaller rank vector bundles. For example if E  is an 
517(2) bundle, it will split as V ® V ~ l where V ~ l is the inverse (or dual) line 
bundle of V. In this case we obtain the abelian monopole equations for a 
connection A on C <8> V  and a section ip G T(K1//2 <8>C®V) where we identify 
C ® V  with the gauge bundle in the abelian case L. Thus the Yang-Mills and 
abelian monopole moduli spaces appear as the singular points of the moduli 
space of nonabelian monopoles.
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Finally, it seems that Yang-Mills theory and the abelian monopole theory 
are related within a mixed theory of nonabelian monopoles. This suggests 
that instead of working with flat unitary connections on Riemann surfaces, 
one can get an alternative description using the abelian monopole equations. 
This is a two dimensional analogue of the electromagnetic duality conjecture 
[19] and duality in N  = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [25]-[27].
4.5 Three Dimensional Topology
I finish this chapter with some speculations about some possible relation with 
three dimensional topology. The modern way to study three dimensional 
manifolds (and knots) is via W itten’s approach to quantum SU(2) Chern 
Simons theory [31], [32]. If we consider a 4-manifold X  of the form Y  x S'1, 
where Y  is a 3-manifold, and study instantons over X  (which we shall cover 
in the next chapter), we find that the anti-self-duality equation reduces to 
Fa = 0 over Y. This equation minimizes the Chern Simons functional
C S =  [ A / \ d A  + ^ - A A A / \A  
Jy  3
In order to study the behavior of Chern Simons theory on an arbitrary three 
manifold, we chop Y  into pieces, we solve the theory on the pieces, and then 
we ’’glue” the pieces back together. If we cut Y  along a Riemann surface Eg, 
then Y  looks near the cut like the product manifold E5 x R. Canonically 
quantizing the theory gives a constraint on the gauge fields in the form of 
Poisson brakets. If we fix the gauge in such a way that the gauge field is 
zero in the R  direction, the critical points of the Chern Simons functional 
reduce to flat connections on E5. As we can see, we are led to the study
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of the moduli space of flat connections on Riemann surfaces. As we saw 
before this space, along with the moduli space of abelian monopoles, appear 
as singular points on the moduli space of non abelian monopoles. We were 
also led to speculate that the two singular theories are ’’dual” to each other. 
This means that instead of studying the moduli space of SU(2) connections, 
one might get an alternate point of view by using the moduli space of abelian 
monopoles.
One should note that the SU(2) Chern Simons action is metric inde­
pendent since it only involves the gauge field A. If one considers the path 
integral Z(Y)  of (a constant multiple of) the C S  action, a metric has to be 
introduced for gauge fixing. Witten introduces a counterterm that makes 
Z(Y) independent of the metric, and hence a topological invariant. On the 
other hand, in the monopole case going from four to three dimensions, the 
dimensional reduction leads to a pair of coupled partial differential equations 
whose solutions are the critical points of the Chern Simons Dirac functional 
CSD [15]. This functional is metric dependent since it contains the Dirac 
operator. Perhaps the way to proceed is to take the path integral of CSD  
and then search for a counterterm that will get rid of the metric dependency.
Quantization can be achieved, from a mathematical point of view, via 
geometric quantization. This consists of constructing a connection on a holo­
morphic line bundle over the space A  whose curvature is the Kahler form on 
A. Here A  is the space of U(l)  connections and positive chirality spinors on 
Eg. One then has to show that this holomorphic line bundle when restricted 
to the moduli space M  has a curvature given by the Kahler form on M .  
Finally, if we write our (space-time) manifold Y  near the cut as E5 x R  then
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a quantum field theory must assign a Hilbert space to each Riemann surface 
Eg. Holomorphic sections in this Hilbert space will represent possible states 
of the universe given that the space manifold is Eg.
This is only half of the story however. What we are also interested in is 
knots in 3-manifolds. The gauge theory approach to studying knot theory 
is by considering Riemann surfaces with marked points. Let us consider a 
manifold Y  with a knot in it. If we chop Y  along a Riemann surface, then 
at any point in R, the knot leaves marks along Eg. From a physicist’s point 
of view, the inclusion of knots amounts to multiplying the Wilson loops 
to the exponential of the CSD functional. These Wilson loops are metric 
independent quantities of the form exp(fc . A) where C* is topologically a 
circle in Y. Links can also be studied by considering products of Wilson loops 
with non-intersecting knots. Note that at points where the spinor vanishes, 
we are reduced to the abelian Chern Simons functional with Wilson loops. 
This scenario was already discussed in [23], [31] and [32]. This is another hint 
that the monopole equations might shed some light about three dimensional 
topology.
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5 Donaldson and Seiberg-W itten Theories
In this section I will give a brief introduction to four dimensional manifolds. 
Good references for the material discussed here can be found in [7], [10], [20] 
and [28].
5.1 Four- Manifolds
Let p be a point in a compact oriented four-manifold X  and let V = T*X  
be the cotangent space at p. The Betti numbers of X  are determined by bo 
(which is 1 if X  is connected), b\ (which is 0 if X  is simply connected) and 
62. If we let (e1, e2, e3, e4) be an orthonormal basis for V  then
e 1 A e 2 , e 1 A  e 3 , e 1 A  e 4 , e 2 A e 3 , e 2 A e 4 , e 3 A e 4
span A2V. We define the four dimensional Hodge star as a map
★ APV  A4~PV
by
★1 = e 1 A  e 2 A e 3 A e 4 ; *(e* A  e?) = e ek A  el; *el — e e? A ek A el
where e = +1 if (i,j, k, I) is an even permutation of (1,2,3,4) and —1 other­
wise. The second Betti number 62 possesses a further decomposition which I 
will now describe. Since *2 = 1 on two-forms, we can divide A2^  into
A2V = A2,+V © A2 ~ V,
where
A2l+V = {w € A2V : *w = w}; A2~V = {w € A2V  : *w =  — w}.
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Thus A2,+V is generated by
e 1 A e 2 +  e 3 A e 4 , e 1 A e 3 +  e 4 A e 2 , e 1 A  e 4 +  e 2 A  e 3 ,
while A2~V is generated by
e1 A e2 — e3 A e4 , e 1 A  e3 — e 4 A e2, e1 A  e4 — e2 A  e3.
Sections of the bundles whose fibers are A2,+V  and A2~V are called self-dual 
and anti-self-dual forms respectively. If w is a two-form on X,  it can be 
divided into
w+ = ]-(w +  *w) G ft2,+ = { self — dual two — forms o n X ) 
w~ =  ^(w — *w) G Lt2~ = { anti — self — dual two — forms on X }
Note that the self-dual and anti-self-dual components of a harmonic two- 
form are again harmonic. Thus the space of harmonic two-forms on X  can 
be written as
H2{X) ^  H2’+{X) © H2'~(X),
the two summands consisting of self-dual and anti-self-dual harmonic two- 
forms, respectively. Let
6+ =  dim U 2'+{X ), bJ =  dim H 2’~{X).
Then +62 — £>2, the second Betti number of X ,  while
T(X)  = b + -b ,j
is c a l l e d  t h e  s i g n a t u r e  of X .
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In four-dimensions, we can regard the four dimensional spin group Spin(4) 
as the space of (4 x 4) matrices
group of Dimension six is contained in an important Lie group of dimension 
seven,
A spin structure on X  is given by an open covering {Ua C X }  and a collection 
of transition functions
9 a0  :Ua n U 0 -^ Spin(4)
such that the cocycle condition
9aj39j3y 9ay  U a  D U p  Pi
is satisfied. Manifolds which admit spin structures are called spin manifolds. 
Thus if we have a spin structure on X, the transition functions
determine complex vector bundles of rank two over X, which we denote by
A spinc structure on X is given by an open covering {Ua} and a collection 
of transition functions
( * +  0 ^ , where A± € SU±(2).
V 0 A- )
Topologically, Spin(4) is a product S 3 x S3, hence simply connected. This Lie
Spin(4) : A+ € SU+(2), A _ e S U .(2), A € U{ 1).
g+p :Ua D U p ^  SU+(2 ), ~g~p : Ua D Up-+ SU .(2)
S + and S .
glp : Ua PI Up -> Spin(4)c
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such that the cocycle condition is satisfied.
If X  has a spin structure defined by the transition functions
9ap :Ua n U p -^  Spin(4)
and L is a complex line bundle over X  with transition functions
ha/3 : U Q n  Up —> U (1),
we can define a spinc structure on X  by taking the transition functions to be
K p g a p  : U a n U 0 —> Spin(4)c.
Note that the bundles S + <g> L and S~ <g> L exist as genuine vector bundles 
even though the factors S +, S~ and L do not exist unless X  is spin. In a 
sense S+, S~  and L are virtual vector bundles.
Let V  be the four-dimensional real vector space R 4 with orthonormal ba­
sis {ei, e2 , es, e±}. The Clifford algebra Cl(V)  is the algebra over R generated 
by (ei> e2 , ^3, £4 } subject to the relations
T fe b fe )  + 7(ej)7(e») =  -26 ^  = - 2  if i =  j
= 0 if i j; j
Here 7* =  7 (ej) are complex 4 x 4  matrices taken for example to be
/  n n 1 n \  /  n n , n \
7i =
0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1
+1 0 0 0
0 +1 0 0
72 =
0 0 +i 0
0 0 0 —i
+i 0 0 0
0 —i 0 0
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(  0 0 0 - 1 \ f  0 0 0 + i \
0 0 + 1 0 0 0 +2 0
> 74 =
0 - 1 0 0 0 +2 0 0
U 1 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 )
73 =
As we saw before, A2V can be divided into
A2 V =  A2>+V © A2-'V, 
the self-dual part being generated by
e 1 A e 2 4- e 3 A e 4 , e1 A e 3 +  e 4 A e ^ e 1 A  e 4 +  e 2 A  e 3 .
The corresponding elements in the Clifford Algebra are
/  O, A a a \  /  n , a a n \  /- 2 i  0 0 0
0 +2z 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 + 2 0 0  
- 2  0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
and
V
0 -22 0 0
1 to <s>, 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Thus we see that A2,+ is just the Lie algebra of SU+(2).
A connection 4> on S — S + ® S~ is called a spin(4) connection if it can 
be expressed in terms of each local trivialization as a one-form with values in 
the Lie algebra of Spin(4). The covariant derivative on spinors is expressed 
locally as
da a +  (paaa.
Given a unitary connection A on a complex line bundle L  over X ,  we can 
define a spin(4)c connection on the bundle S <8>L, expressed in terms of each
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local trivialization as
(j)ca = A aI  + (fia
where I  denotes the 4 x 4  identity matrix. The spin(4)c covariant derivative 
acting on spinors is given locally by
(d^c(j)a d(7a T  (f)a cra .
We can now define the Dirac operator D \  : T (S + <S> L) —> T(S~ <8> L) acting 
on sections of the positive spin bundle S+ L  by
On a compact oriented four-manifold X, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
for the Dirac operator is
index of D \  =  \  j x  ci(L ) A ci (L)»
where t (X) = b} — is the signature of X .
5.2 Donaldson Theory
The starting point in Donaldson theory is non-abelian gauge theory with 
gauge group SU(2). To start, let X  be a closed oriented Riemannian 4- 
manifold and let E  be an SU (2) bundle over X .  If A is a connection on E  
(i.e. a matrix-valued one-form taking its value in siz(2), the Lie algebra of 
SU{2)) with curvature Fa given by
Fa = dA  T A A A
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then we define the Yang-Mills functional as
S y m  =  8 Tt^Fa A *Fa)'
A critical point of this functional is a Yang-Mills connection or an instanton. 
Let t € R  and a be an su(2) valued one-form then expanding in the vicinity 
of t = 0 gives
S ^  +  ia ) = §^2 L  Tt{[(Fa + t(da +  A A a F  a A A) -I- t2 cl A a] A 
*  [ ( i 7^  +  t(daA A a +  a A A) +  t2a A a]}
-
t f
4- — r /  Trf i^  A ★(da -fi A A a +  a A A)l 
Jx 
t r
+ ——r  I Tv[(dcL +  A A fl +  fl A A) A ★T'A - I-. . .
87T2 ./x
2£ /*
=  S(A)  +  ——- I 7Y[(c?a 4- A A a -4- a A A) A ★Tyi] +  . . .  o7T ./x
21 r
= 5(A) 4- —r- / Tr(a A * *  d* (—Fa) — a A A A*Fao7T dx
+  a A ★Th A A) 4- . . .
=  5 (y l)  - ^ j x Tr(af\  ( d*FA +  [A,*Fa])) +  . . .
Since a is arbitrary, the critical points of the Yang-Mills functional are solu­
tions to the Yang-Mills equation
die Fa +  [A ,* F a \ =  0.
Differentiation of Fa = dA + A A A  yields
dFA =  dA A A — A A dA
— (dA -f A A A) A A — A A (dA -t- A A A)
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= Fa A A  — A A FA 
= [Fa , A],
We have just proved the Bianchi identity,
dFA + [A, Fa] =  0.
If *Fa is a scalar multiple of FA then the Bianchi identity implies the Yang- 
Mills equations. Since *2 =  1 , the only possibilities are *FA = FAi in which 
case we say that A is a self-dual connection, or *FA = —Fa , in which case 
we say that A is an anti-self-dual (ASD) connection. These connections, if 
they exist, are absolute minima for the Yang-Mills functional. To see this, 
decompose Fa into its self-dual and anti-self-dual parts FA and F j ,
Fa  =  \ ( F a + * F a ) + \ { F a - * F a )
=  F i  + FX
* S{A) =  h ! A T r { F i ^ F X )+ h L Tr{F~A h *F ~A )-
Since the first Chern class of the SU (2) bundle E  vanishes, the only topo­
logical number that classifies instantons on four-manifolds is the instanton 
number
-  L T r ( F * A + s h i T r i F ‘ A
Thus for ASD gauge fields we have the condition
n = 5(A) > 0 .
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This gives a topological constraint on the existence of anti-self-dual connec­
tions.
We denote by A  the space of all connections on E. The gauge group 
acts on the connection in the usual way. In a local trivialization a gauge 
transformation is a map g : Ua —* SU( 2) such that
g : A -► g~lAg + g~xdg.
After picking a metric on X ,  we can consider anti-self-dual connections, sat­
isfying the following equation
n  3  \ (F a + *Fa ) =  o.
Let A4n be the moduli space of ASD connections defined as the space of 
solutions to this equation modulo gauge equivalence (after gauge fixing). 
The dimension of M n is calculated using the index theorem,
dim M n = 8ti- ^ ( x ( X ) + t (X))
= 8n — 3(1 — 6i + 6j) .
As we will see later, instanton invariants are best defined for simply connected 
4-manifolds. In this case, for dim A4n > 0 ,  we require n  to be positive.
In Donaldson theory, the moduli spaces of anti-self-dual connections in 
an SU( 2) bundle over a compact oriented four-manifold are oriented but not 
compact, and much effort is needed towards finding a suitable compactifi- 
cation M n. After finding a compactification of M n one can define a fun­
damental class [Atn] which pairs with suitable cohomology classes. These 
cohomology classes are given by maps
Vi : Hi(X ,Z) —>
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The fa maps are defined as follows. We start by constructing an SU(2) vector
bundle E  on the product space X  x M n with connection A  given (at every
point (p> A) in X  x X i n) by
A \ ( p tA )  =  A ( p ) .
Starting with a homology class (3 E Hi(Xy Z) we can switch to cohomology 
and get a differential form b E H Z(X, Z). By Poincare duality, we can con­
struct a dual form 6 6  H4~l( X y Z). Let o2 be the second Chern class of E. 
We can now consider the differential form 9 A c2 and integrate it over X  to 
get
fXi{p)  =  e =  f
Note that since Donaldson theory is mostly studied on simply connected 
four-manifolds, i-dimensional cycles exist only for i =  0, 2 and 4. Recall 
that since X  is connected, dim H 4(X, Z) =  1. Using a non-coordinate basis 
{ e 1, e2, e3, e4} for the cotangent space of X , one can write the volume form 
on X  as e 1 A e2 A e3 A e4 whose Hodge dual is the zero-form 9 = 1. Thus
Hi{X) = j  c2 = n 6 Z.
V X
We conclude that the only non-trivial classes are the ones corresponding to 
i = 0 and 2 . The case i =  4 yields an elementary topological invariant of the
bundle E  over X  x A4n, but gives no information about the differentiable 
structure on X .
Let us assume that b ^ X )  is odd. Then the moduli spaces are even 
dimensional and yield invariants
qP,r(a) = <  P2 (a)pur, [ M n] >,
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where a  G H2(X, Z), u = /io(point) G H 4(M n,Z )  and 2p +  4r equals the 
dimension of the moduli space. These #’s are defined using a choice of Rie- 
mannian metric on X , but the essential point is that in the end one gets 
differential topological invariants, independent of metrics. This idea is sim­
ilar to integrating the first Chern class of S2 over the two-sphere. The final 
answer is a topological invariant (the Euler characteristic of S 2).
We should note that the moduli spaces M n can have singularities. These 
singularities occur whenever the gauge group does not act freely. This is the 
case when SU(2) is broken to U(l). In this case, we are dealing with an 
abelian connection, so the only singularities are the abelian instantons, i.e. 
connections with curvature F  satisfying F + = 0. Since F/2tt represents the 
first Chern class of the U( 1) bundle, it is integral; in particular if F + = 0 
then F /2 tt lies in the intersection of the integral lattice in H 2(X , R) with the 
anti-self-dual subspace H 2~ (X , R).
When do these singularities form a serious problem? Recall that we are 
free to pick a metric. If we choose a generic metric then when =  0, i.e. 
when H 2,+ (X, R) =  0, the intersection of H2~(X, R) with the integer lattice 
will be non-zero.
The case b% = 1 is also interesting but before discussing it, I would like to 
give a small introduction about intersection forms on 4-manifolds. Let X  be 
a compact oriented closed 4-manifold with second integral homology group 
H2(X } Z) spanned by two-cycles The intersection form Q (also called the 
intersection matrix) of X  is a 62 x b2 matrix given by
Q(P, Q) =  /  V A q Jx
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where p and q are elements of H 2(X, Z). In other words, the intersection 
form can be regarded as a map
Q : H 2(X, Z) x H 2(X, Z) -> Z.
As an example, let us consider the manifold X  = S'2 x S 2. Using the Kiinneth 
formula
HT(S2 X  S 2) =  ®m+n=rHm(S2) <g> Hn(S2) 
we can calculate to calculate the second Betti number of S 2 x S 2, 
62(S2 x S 2) = £  bm(52)6„(52)
m + n =2
=  l x l  +  0 x 0  +  l x l  =  2.
Let r)i and r)2 be the basic two-forms on the first and second S2 respectively 
normalized by
The Kiinneth formula tells us that these two-forms span the second coho­
mology group of S2 x S 2. Since Qn = Q { = Q(V2 ,V2 ) = Qn  = 0, the 
only non-zero components of Q are
Ql2 = k  Vl k  % =  k  m 1stm =  Qn  =  L 
Thus the intersection form is given by
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Note that since Qij = Qji, the intersection form is symmetric. It has two 
eigenvalues, one positive and one negative. In general, Q has c+ positive 
eigenvalues and c_ negative eigenvalues.
On a 4-manifold, the Hodge star satisfies * 2 =  1 when acting on two-forms 
and hence * has eigenvalues ± 1. As we saw before, the space of harmonic 
two-forms splits as
H 2{X) “  H 2'+{X) © n 2'~(X)
according to the eigenvalue of *. For w± (E 7i2,±(X) we have,
Q(w+,w+) =  J  w+ A w + =  J  w+ A >  0
Q(w~ ,w~) =  J  w~ A w~ — — j  w~ A *w~ <  0
Q(w+,w~) =  0 =  Q(w~,w+).
Hence Q is block diagonal with respect to TC2,+ (X)® H 2~ (X)  and, moreover,
for X  = S2 x S 2 we have b% = 1 — c+ and =  1 = c_.
We now turn to the metric on S 2 x S2. We can take it to satisfy
*r?i =  V2 * r)2 =  Vi-
In this case we obviously have *2 =  1. Let F /2n  € H2(S2 x S'2, Z) be a closed 
two-form on S 2 x S 2. It can be written as an integer linear combination of 
Vi and Tfc,
— =  Hivi A d m ­
its self-dual part is given by
F + 1 1
7: =  o (" ^ i  +  n 2^2) + ~ * (niVi + n2T}2 )Z7T Z Z
= g (ni + n2){rii + V2)
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where 771 +  772 is the generator of H 2'+(S2 x S'2, Z). From the above equation 
one sees that we have an abelian instanton when rii = —ri2 . Thus we have 
F + = 0 whenever we hit the line ni =  — 712 in the two-dimensional space 
H 2(S2 x S 2,Z).
Let us try to perturb the metric a little by setting
★ 77! =  A772 *  772 =  7^71
where A is a non-zero real number close to unity. With this metric the self­
dual part of Ff 2tt becomes
where 771 + A772 is the generator of H 2,+ (S2 x S'2, Z). Since ni and 77,2 are 
fixed, as long as A ^  1, F + is always non-zero.
In Donaldson theory, one wishes to write down topological invariants 
independent of the choice of metric. In the example of X  =  S 2 x S2, if one 
follows a path in the space of metrics with A < 1 to A > 1 then one cannot 
avoid passing through A = 1. On a general four-manifold X , we will have 
problems finding a family of metrics g\ interpolating between two metrics 
g\x and g\2 with non-singular moduli spaces. Somewhere along the path we 
can have a moduli space with singularities. Therefore we restrict ourselves 
to manifolds with > 1.
After a period involving considerable amount of difficult calculations of 
Donaldson invariants, Kronheimer and Mrowka proved a deep structure the­
orem for a large class of 4-manifolds, those of simple type. By definition, this
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condition holds if the invariants are related by
Qp,r+2 ^Qp,r'
To keep the notation simple, I will write /^(a) as \x. The equality above can 
now be written as
[_ nvuT+2 =  4 [_ /j ,pur.
JNin+l I ■Mn
They showed that this condition holds for many 4-manifolds and there are no 
examples of simply-connected manifolds which are known not to be of simple 
type. If X  has simple type, then under this assumption, the only interesting 
invariants are qp^  and qPy\.
It is useful to index the spaces A4n by their dimension 2d. In terms of 
the instanton number n , d is given by
d = 4 n -  +
Note that if 2p +  4r is not equal to 2d, or if d is negative, we set qPjT. =  0. In 
the following I will write the instanton invariants as
Qp,r =  f  
J2d
where it is understood that the integration is carried over a 2d dimensional 
moduli space.
Let us first look at qP:q. Since r  =  0, the invariants take the simple form
J 2cQ d =  /  / •’ d
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As an example, let us consider a 4-manifold with =  3. Recall that the 
dimension of the spaces we are integrating over is an integer modulo eight. 
Therefore in this case, the only non-vanishing qp^  are
/  M2 , /  v 6 > /  m10 • • ■J4 J 12 J20
corresponding to d =  2 , 6,10 ,__  It is convenient to combine all the invari­
ants qP:o into a formal power series by summing over d,
Da = Y,<n/d '-
d
We now turn to the qP}\ invariants. In this case the invariants take the form
qd = f  jid~2u.
J2d
If we set d! — d — 2 then we have
qd> =  /  Vd u.
J 2d'+4
In the example of a 4-manifold with = 3, the only non-vanishing g^ ' are
/ u , /  ...
J4 J 12 720
corresponding to d' =  0 ,4 ,8 , . . . .  Combining the invariants q# into a formal 
power series by summing over d! gives
D ^ W q t / d ! ' -
* dr
where the factor 1/2  was chosen by Kronheimer and Mrowka to make some 
later formulas come out in a standard form. We can now define a new 
generating function D(o) by
D (a) = Dq +  D\.
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Few remarks about the new instanton invariants are in order. D (a) is an 
even or odd formal power series according to the parity of
3
P  =  —-(1 +  &2 ) m°d 2.
When the dimension of the moduli space is zero, i.e. when bj satisfies
the first Donaldson invariant is defined by counting the points in A i n with 
appropriate signs, ± 1, according to the orientation of the moduli space at 
the points. Note that since A4n is compact, a zero-dimensional moduli space 
will consist of a finite number of points. I will explain the counting procedure 
in the next section when discussing the monopole invariants.
From the general form of D(a) one might guess that it is some sort of an 
exponential ’’function” and this is indeed the case. Kronheimer and Mrowka’s 
structure theorem, for manifolds of simple type, asserts that there is a finite 
number of classes indexed by i - called basic classes - ki € H2(X , Z) and 
coefficients flj G Q such that
D (o) = e°"a/2Y , aiek,a
i
where kia is defined by
In the expression of D (a) above, a  * a  is defined as follows. Working with 
integer homology, we can write a as where the E»’s are the generators 
of H2(X , Z). We now have
ex.' ol —  S f S j  ■ E j S j  S i Q i j  S j .
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Thus, from the above discussion, we see that the information from the instan­
ton invariants boils down to the basic classes in H2(X , Z) and the coefficients 
a*. The basic classes, studied on a large number of 4-manifolds, were conjec­
tured by Kronheimer and Mrowka to satisfy
ki =  f  ki A hi =  2x +  3r. 
for each i in the finite set of basic classes mentioned above.
5.3 Seiberg-W itten Theory
In the fall of 1994, Witten noticed that S'-duality in four dimensions gives 
a new point of view about Donaldson theory of four-manifolds. Instead of 
defining four-manifold invariants by integrating over the (compactification 
of the) moduli space of SU(2) instantons, one can define equivalent four- 
manifold invariants by counting solutions of the (Seiberg-Witten) monopole 
equations.
Let X  be a closed oriented four-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a 
spinc structure and corresponding positive spin bundle S + ® L. In Seiberg- 
Witten theory the ingredients are an abelian gauge field (a connection on L) 
and a charged spinor (a section of S+ <g> L) such that
D\ip  = 0, FX =  ~ %~ > e l A eJ =  a(ip).
i < j
Here F j  is the self-dual part of the curvature of the connection A  and < ,>  
is the inner product on the fibers of S + <g> L.
We define a real-valued functional on the space
A! =  {(T, ip) : A is a connection on L, 'ip G r(S r+ ® L)}
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by the formula
S(A,iP) = [  |2 +  |F t -  <rW)?)dVJ X
where dV denotes the volume element on X .  It then follows from the 
Weitzenbock formula that
S ( A ^ )  =  + + +
where R  is the scalar curvature of X .  In particular, if R  is positive, there 
are no non-zero solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations.
Let us work out the dimension of the moduli space M. of solutions of the 
equations up to gauge transformations. After gauge fixing and linearizing 
the equations we can define an operator T  by,
T  : A1 (A") © (S+ ® L) -> A0 ® A2,+ (AT) © {S~ <g> L)
T:(<5'A,5>) ( - * d * ( S 'A ) ,d +{5'A),D%6'il})
where 8* denotes a small variation and d+ is the projection of the d operator 
to self-dual forms.
Since we wish to determine the real dimension of A4, we temporarily 
think of S ± (g> L  as real vector bundles of rank four. Thus we have
dim M. = —index (— * d * +d+) +  2 index D \
— ~{po ~ +  £>2 — 3^ +  64) + 2(—— + -  Jx  c\(L) A Cl(L))
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where x  and r  are the Euler charateristic and signature of X  respectively.
The moduli space A4 can be shown to be compact. This follows imme­
diately from the Weitzenbock formula. It can also be oriented by trivializing 
the top exterior power of the tangent bundle of A4 (i.e. the line bundle 
AdT*M  where d is the dimension of M .
Just as in Donaldson theory, an obstruction arises when the gauge group 
acts freely on the space of solutions of the monopole equations. A solution 
(A:'ip) of the Seiberg-Witten equations is singular (also called reducible) if 
ip — 0. A solution with vanishing spinor necessarily has =  0. Thus to 
define topological invariants, assume that (X) > 1.
Note that when the dimension d of M  is negative, there are generically no 
solutions of the monopole equations. Let x  =  c^L), then in the interesting 
case of d = 0 that is when
the moduli space generically consists of a finite set of points i. With each 
such point, one can associate a sign e»|X =  ± 1  depending on the orientation 
of A4 at that point. Once this is done, define for each x  obeying the equation 
above an integer nx by
These nx are the Seiberg-Witten invariants. The case where x  = 0 is an 
exception to the above discussion since it cannot be avoided by picking a 
generic metric on manifolds with > 1- To define no one will have to 
perturb the Seiberg-Witten equations.
nx = Y j
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To see why these nx’s are indeed topological invariants, let us study an 
elementary example taken from [29]. Consider a single variable u and an 
equation
u2 — a =  0
where a is a non-vanishing real number. Obviously, the number of solutions 
to this equation is not a topological invariant; there are two for positive a 
and none for negative a. Let f(u) = u2 — a. What we want to calculate first 
is df/du  at the zeroes of / .  We then want to calculate the quantity
^  ^  ^ Czeroes■
zeroes
For a < 0, n = 0 since there are no zeroes. For a > 0, there are two zeroes, 
at u = Ey/a. n still vanishes since e =  ±1 for u = Ey/a. Thus the point is 
that, while the total number of solutions is not a topological invariant, the 
number of solutions weighted with signs is such an invariant.
Thus the Seiberg-Witten equations give rise to new invariants of four­
dimensional smooth manifolds. As Witten noticed, a compact four-manifold 
with positive scalar curvature must have vanishing Seiberg-Witten invariants.
The main difference between Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten theory is 
that the gauge group associated to the monopole equations is abelian and the 
main calculations involve the curvature of complex line bundles, as opposed to 
rank two complex vector bundles. Note that in Yang-Mills theory, curvature 
calculations do not give much useful information, whereas in Seiberg-Witten 
theory they give the crucial compactness results as well as vanishing theorems 
in the case of positive scalar curvature.
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Witten has conjectured that, in case X  is of simple type, the x ’s are 
exactly the Kronheimer-Mrowka basic classes kj and has also conjectured the 
precise form of the rational numbers in the Kronheimer-Mrowka formula,
D (a) =  2m{-x)eaal2Y ,n xecc‘
X
where
m(X) = 2 + -i 0 x { X )  + n r { X ) )
is chosen in such a way to agree with calculations of special cases of Donaldson 
invariants. Thus we see tha t the coefficients a* are just the Seiberg-Witten 
invariants, up to an overall factor 2m(x \  The challenge now is to come 
to grips with how these mathematical arguments fit in with quantum field 
theory.
/
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